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ABSTRACT. \Ve review measuremenls of lhe lhermallransporl of 'lIe films and 3l1e-'lIe
mixture films ncae the supcrfluid transition. These measurements were perforrncd 00 helium
films of lhickness ranging from 12 lo 156 Á and mixlure films wilh 311econcenlralion up
.10 2%. The superfluid lransilion lemperalure for lhese films ranged frem 1.2 lo 2.2 K.
\Ve discuss universal fealures of lhe dala as well as lhe behavior of lhe ralio of lhe
vortex difTusion constant lo vortex core -parameler 1 the sharpn~9 oC the lransition and
the superfluid lransition lemperature as a function oC thickness and concentration. 'Ve also
describe new experimenls lhal will conlribule lo a beller underslanding of lhe observed
behavior.

PAes: 64.70.-p; 64.70.Rh; 67.70.+n

1. INTRODUCTION

The superfluid transition of 4Ile when physisorbed on a two-dimensional (20) sub-
strate is described in terms of the vortex-antivortex unbindiug theory of Kosterlitz
and Thouless (KT) [1,2). Using renormalization group techniques, Kosterlitz and
Thouless solved the problem of a dilute gas of logarithmically interacting vortex-
antivortex pairs. These pairs' unbinding mechanism is a cooperative effect which
destroys the aIgebraic long-range order of the system at a nonzero superfluid density.
Many of the predictions arising from the KT theory have been extensively studied
and verified [3,4).

The superfluid transition is in the same universality dass as, for instance, 2D
melting, the superconducting transition in thin films, and sorne transitions in liquid
crystals. It is lhus of considerable theoretical and experimental interes!. Indeed,
there are several aspects of the superfluid transilion which merit further attention.
Among them, there is the question of how this transition is modified when one
deals with helium films much thicker than a few monolayers (1 layer = 3.6 Á). Jt is
expected that, as long as one is in a temperature region where the 3D correlation
length is larger than the film thickness, the 2D behavior should be manifes!. If
the film is made thicker, this should be modified as lhe crilical hehavior should be
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relegated to a progressivcly narrower region in temperature as the film's Te (the 2D
superfluid transition temperature) approaches the bulk TA. It is then possible to
study the universality of the KT transition in 411e films as a function of thickness.
This is analogous to the study of the crilical behavior at the 3D superfluid transition
along the lambda ¡ine on the pressure plane [5).

In the case of liquid helium, there is, in addition, lhe possibility to study the
universal character of the superfluid lransilion in the presenee of Jlle. When JHe is
added to 411e, ils elfect on lhe superfluid transilion can be viewed as an example of
renormalization of a phase transition [6). Although mixture films can be regarded as
the 2D analog of 3D mixtures, lhey are subslanlially richer in possibililies because
of lhe important roles played by lhe liquid-solid and liquid-vapor interfaces, as well
as the arrangement of lhe Jlle atoms rclalive to and along these inlerfaces.

In this paper we review studies of the universality of lhe Koslerlilz- Thouless
lransilion as a function of lhickness (pure films) and Jlle concentralion (mixture
films). Thermal conductivity measurements were ehosen as the lhermodynamic
probe to perform these universalily studies. The lhiekness of lhe heHum films ranges
from d = 11.7 to 156 Á, while coneenlrations of Jlle up lo 2% were sludied. The
superfluid transition temperalure for lhese films ranges from 1.28 K to nearly the
lambda temperature of 2.17 K.

Below, we discuss the lhcarelical background behind the measuremenls. We fol-
low lhis wilh a discussion of the experimental details, data and dala analysis. After
a summary and conclusions, we discuss possihililies for fulure work.

2. TIIERMAL CONDUCTlON IN IIELlUM rILMS

The lhermal eonductivily of helium films has been sludied in a number of experi-
menls [1,7). One of lhe interests in this particular thermodynamic response is lhe
fact lhat lhe lransport of heat in a heHum film, near lhe sllperfluid transilion, ís a
conveclive proeess. The conveclive mechanism involves mass lransport across the
opposite ends of an experimental cel!. The sllperflllid film f10ws toward a hot surface
where it evaporales by absorbing lalenl heal. A pressure gradienl lhen drives lhe
gas loward lhe opposile cold surface where il compleles lhe cycle by reeondensing
Hberating ils lalenl heal. Clearly, such a convection mechanism is realizable only
when lhe vapor pressure of lhe gas is sufficiently high. In praelice, lhis mean s
lemperalures aboye 1.1 K and superfluid films lhicker lhan 10 Á.

The sllperflllid phase of heHum films, underslood in lerms of lhe Koslerlilz-
Thollless lhcary, consísts of a background superfluid density Pro which is stabilized
and modified by lhe presence of pairs of vorlices of opposile eirculation. At lhe
superfluid transition, and due to thermal f1uctuations, vortices paired al thc largest
separation become scparaled. This process continues as OIle ¡neceases the tempera-
lure fllrther IIntil pairs at alllenglh scales are no longer bOllnd. It was poinled oul by
Ambegaokar, IIalperin, Nelson and Siggia (AIINS) [8) that the convective conduction
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FIGURE1. Sehematicsof therma! eonduetion experimental eell.

of a helium film near the superfluid transition should be inversely proportional to
the density of free vortices nr, hence, the square of the 20 correlation length. We
note that the 20 correlation length can be viewed as the average separation of the
unbound vortices. Thus, measurements of the thermal transport provide an indirect
measurement of the 20 correlation length.
Expressions for the thermal conduction of helium films, appropriate for the geom-

etry used in these experiments, were derived in great detail by Teitel [9]. The situa-
tion considered is that of an experimental chamber consisting of two parallel surfaces
linking two pIates (see Fig. 1). Qne pIate is maintained at a constant temperature
To, while the other is heated (Q) aboye this by an amount t:;.T. In response to this
temperature difference, the superfluid component of the hclium film moves towards
the heated plate. The normal (viscous) component of the film remains clamped
to the substrate by its own viscosity. lIelium atoms evaporate at the heated pIate
by absorbing latent heat. The pressure gradient, which is established across the
experimental cel!, drives the gas towards the cold pIate where it recondenses by lib-
erating its latent heat. In summary, the superfluid moves in one direction, while the
refluxing gas moves in the opposite direction. An actual mass transport takes place.
The convective thermal transport mechanism is described by the time indepen-

dent hydrodynamic equations of third sound including two modifications [9]. A
dissipative term due to vortex motion must be included in the eqllation of the
superfluid; also, Po, the sllperfluid density which is zero aboye Te, must be replaced
by P,o, the background slIperfluid density containing aH excitations non-relevant to
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the KT theory. Then, solving the modified hydrodynamic equations, one finds

[ 2 ]-1W h Dn¡ 24")'T
Q = LLAT (m) k;;+ pW ' (1)

where L is the latent heat, W and L are the film perimeter and the distance the
film flows respectively, D is the vortex diffusion constant, ")' the gas viscosity, Pg
the gas density and 1 the spacing between parallel surfaces.

In order to extract the superfluid helium film conductivity from Eq. (1), the
following considerations must be kept in mind. One must allow for the parallcl heat
conduction associated with the structural materials of the cell, the diffusive heat
conduction of the gas itself, and, in principIe, of the film as well. These contributions
can be lumped together in a term Kb, a small background conductance. Also, to
be able to get heat in and out of the helium film, one must overcome a bonndary
resistan ce Kk, which is in series with the convective film mechanism. Therefore, in
an actual measurement, the measured thermal conductance Km is given by

K =!L = K + (K-1 + K-1 + K-1)-1m AT b ¡ g k , (2)

where we have arbitrarily separated the film flow and gas refluxing terms as K¡ and
Kg. In a properly designed experiment one wants

(3)

Ir Eq. (3) holds, then, from Eq., (2) we see that Km"" K¡ yielding directly the
density of free vortices. Following AHNS, n¡ can be assumed to be proportional to
the square of the inverse of the 20 correlation length aboye Te,

(4)

where t = (TITe - 1) is the reduced temperature, and b, is a constant which may
depend on the film thickness and is not a universal number for different 2D XY
systems, F is a constant of order unity reftecting the proportionality between the
free vortex density and the correlation length. The constant a is the vortex core
parameter which may also depend on the thickness of the helium film. From Eq. (4),
we write for the film conductivity

(5)
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From Eq. (5) we see the strong exponential temperature dependence that K¡ is
expected to exhibit near Te. In an actual measurement this divergence is, however,
limited by Kg, Kk or both; and, aboye and away from Te, one cannot obtain K¡
once it falls substantially below the background conductivity Kb.
Measurements of the thermal conductivity of helium films are clearly very in-

formative. In the zero power limit, they yield direct information on the values of
DJa2 (up to the constant F of order unity) and b, which reflects the sharpness of
the transition. These parameters, as well as Te, can then be studied as a function of
helium film thickness and the universality of the 20 superfluid transition explored.
Further, if Eq. (5) holds for mixture films, the dependence of,these parameters on
concentration can also be studied. Finally, knowledge of the thermal conductivity
of the films provides indirect information upon the behavior of the 20 correlation
length.

3. ApPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Two experimental cells were designed to optimize our thermal conductivity studies
as a function of helium film thickness. They are described below.

A. Experimental eells

The first cell used, shown at the top of Fig. 2, consisted of a strip of Mylar, 300 cm
long, 2.5 cm wide and 2.54 11mthick that was wound in a cylindrical geometry with
a 100 11m paper spacer at the ends. A relatively open space between Mylar [10]
layers was ensured. This minimizes a possible viscous drag between the refluxing
film and gas that could limit the convective heat transport and prevents c~illary
condensation. Small holes were punctured randomly in the Mylar strip to aid in
vapor equilibration.
A leak-tight seal to the copper pIates was achieved by using 50 I,m thick Kapton

type 11 [10] sheet. The Kapton was formed into open end cylinders and sealed a10ng
its length with 1266 Stycast [l1j. Arter placing the Mylar ribbon within the Kapton
walls, the assembly was epoxied to the copper plates using a mixture of 1266 Stycast
and copper powder. The expectation was to improve the thermal contact between
the helium and the copper plates where the temperature is measured.
A heater and a germanium thermometer were positioned at the bottom plateo A

second heater and a similar germanium thermometer were placed at the top plate.
These previously calibrated and fairly well matched thermometers were used in a
differential temperature measurement [12]. The top copper plate was also provided
with a carbon glass thermometer for temperature regulation and a vapor pressure
gauge [13] to monitor the pressure within the experimental cell.
The arrangement described aboye was found to be suitable for measuring films

up to about 58 A thick. Thicker films were studied using the experimental ceJl
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FIGURE 2. Cross sectional view of experimental cclls. V,P. denotes the vapor prcssure
gauge. The symbol O denotes t\\'o germanium and ane cachon gla.'is thermomelcrs.

shown at the bottom of Fig. 2. This consisted of two copper plates linked by 25
Kapton rings 0.44 cm wide and 50 I,m thick. The diameter of the rings increases
from 1.3 to 4.2 cm in steps of about 0.1 cm. This more open arrangement avoided
capillary condensation and thicker films were studied.

The thickness of the helium film in this cell is controlled by varying the liquid
levcl in the helium reservoir attached to the bottom of the cel!. The thickness as a
function of height can be calculated from the van der Walls interaction of the 1He
atoms with the Kapton substrate. This is done by using a procedure described in
detail in Ref. [14]. In cell one, the thickness was calculated from knowledge of the
low temperature surface area.

With these two cells we were able to measure films ranging iu thickness from 11.7
to 156 Á, and Te ranging from 1.28 to 2.16 K. We emphasize that possible errors
in our measurements associated with film thickness are quite different in the two
experimental cells. It is then very important that the results from these two cells
are consistent. Measurements of mixture films were only performed using the first
experimental cell.

B. Tempemturc control and mcasurcmcnt

Tcmperalure resolution and stability are vital in mcasurements of the thcrmal COIl-

duetivity. The experimental cells were placed within light shields and attaehed to a
1He-evaporator whieh was Idt sclf-regulating at the lowest temperature ("" 1.25 K)
or electronieally controlled at a temperature just below that of the cell. This is
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accomplished using a resistance bridge and proportional-integral-differential feed-
back to a heater. The cell fill line, which runs through a vacuum line to room
temperature, was weakly linked to the evaporator and regulated at about 3 K.
One end of the experimental cell was regulated using the carbon glass thermome-

ter. Better than 1 JlK regulation was achieved for most of the temperature range.
The absolute temperature was determined from the germanium thermometers pre-
viously calibrated against the T58 4He vapor pressure scale [15). The Joule-heating
in the germanium thermometers was kept in the nano to pico.watts range.
To obtain the thermal conductance one has to determine the temperature dif-

ference between the regulated plate and the heated plated for a given heat input.
This was accomplished via a differential temperature measurement between the two
germanium thermometers. They were part of a Zair-Greenfield [16] bridge using a
precision 7 decade ratio-transformer as the balancing elemento Temperature differ-
ences of 0.5 ¡IK were reliably resolved. A more detailed discussion can be found
elsewhere [12).
The procedure for data taking is as follows. A signal proportional to the temper-

ature difference across the cell is monitored as a function of time in a strip-chart
recorder. After heating the bottom plate and upon reaching equilibrium, the trace
in the recorder is averaged from 5 to 30 mino for thermal noise. The conductance
is determined as the ratio between the heating power applied and the temperature
difference. For most of the temperature range, the conductance is determined at
several heating power levels and extrapolated to the zero power limit [17). The
absolute temperature associated to each conductance data point is the average
temperature of the cell. Clearly, for this average to be meaningful, the temperature
difference across the cell has to be kept to a minimum.

c. Film thickness depletion. Addition 0/3 He

As stated previously, knowledge of the low temperature surrace area, which is de-
termined from nitrogen adsorption isotherm, is necessary to calculate the helium
film thickness. \Vhen helium gas is condensed from room temperature into the
experimental cell, sorne of it remains in the gas phaSe in equilibrium with the
film. This can be calculated from the gas pressure as measured with the in situ
capacitive pressure gauge. Furthermore, as the temperature is increased during the
measurements, sorne of the film is evaporated thus thinning. By monitoring .the
pressure changes, this film depletion can be calculated. A self-consistent correc-
tion is applied to the data so that it represents a constant film thickness conduc-
tance [12).
Finally, once the measurements with pure 411efilms were completed, a 19.1 Á

film was condensed in the experimental cell. The change in pressure was moni-
(ored as small doses of 311ewere added. As the addition takes place, the pressure
raises quickly, eventually decreasing to an equilibriuffi vaJue larger than in the pure
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FIGURE 3. The measured eonduetanee K m in W/K on a log seale as a funclion of temper-
ature for the ten thinncst films. Numbers refer to thiekness in Á.

film case at the same temperature. Knowledge of this pressure difference allows
to calculate the amount of 3J[e in the film. The concentration is thus defined as
the amount of 311e in the film divided hy the total amount of 3Ue and 4J[e in the
film [18]. Proper mixing was ensured hy annealing the mixture film at 4.2 K for
several hours.

4. DATA AND ANALYSIS

Data for our experiments have heen taken OVerthe period of several years involving
the two experimental cells descrihed ahove. We summarize the results in what
follows.

A. 411e films

The measured conductance Km for all films studied is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. As
already discussed, it contains contrihutions from several conductances (see Eq. (2))
from which the film conductance needs to he extracted. Prior to any analysis, it
is evident from the ahove figures that, as one in creases the film thickness, the
superfluid transition becomes sharpcr. Then, the paramcter b must ¡ncrease with
thickness.

The convective film conductance can he extracted following any of two methods
descrihed in detail in Ref. [12]. The choice of method of analysis is of no consequence
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FIGURE 4. The measured conduetance for thick films as a fundioo of temperature. Notice
the expanded temperature scale relative to Fig. 3.

to the general conclusions of this paper as we will emphasize trends in the data.
Data analyzed using method 1 was presented in Ref. [19J.

Results for sorne of our data as analyzed using rnethod 2 are shown in Fig. 5. The
convective film conductance changes by 4 orders of magnitude over the temperature
range shown. Jt is evident that aH films exhibit a strong singularity at the superfluid
transition temperature which extends over a progressively broader region as the film
becomes thinner. For the thickest film studied, this region is 3-4 mK, increasing to
nearly IDO mK for an 11.7 Á thick film.

From Eq. (5) we see that the quantity Ke/ f(T) can be least square fitted to
extract the parameters D/a2, b, and T,. This was done to obtain the solid lines
shown in Fig. 6. These are semilog plots of the scaled film conductance Ke/ f(T) vs
1-1/2• The data is expected to faH on straight lines on these plots.

The behavior of these parameters as a function of helium film thickness, or equiv-
alently, VS. T~- T" is best illustrated in Figs. 7,8 and 9. The most relevant features,
as secn from these figures, can be surnmarized as foHows:

1. The para meter D/a2 decreases by about threc orders of magnitude as T~ - T,
changes from 1 K to 0.01 K. It is about 1010 sec-I for the thinnest films decreasing to
107 sec-I for the thickest. This decrease might be expected both from lhe behavior
of D and a. The diffusion constant is a measure of the abilily of vorlices to move
along the film. This is influenced by interaclions wilh the subslrate and lhermal
excilalions. The latler increase wilh temperature tending to decrease D. The vortex
core parameter a, is expected to be proportional to the 3D correlation length. This
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inereases as one approaehes the lambda point, e"entuaJly di"erging. A larger "ortex
core parameter tends to decrease the ratio Dja1.

2. The parameter b, which characterizes the sharpness of the transition, increases
by approximatcly an order of magnitude in the same range of T~- Te. This implies
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that the 20 behavior is relegated to a narrower temperature range closer to 1~
as the film thickens. In fact, the increase of b can he understood using scaJing
arguments involving the vortex core energy and the shift in Te with thickness [20].
AIso, b describes the strcngth of the t1/2 cusp in the supcrfluid dcnsity, (1:" ncar
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Te [8J. These results imply that it becomes progressively harder for thicker films to
extract the universal jump in (J, at Te.
3. The critical temperature Te, the parameter most precisely determined from

the data, as it is unaffected by the method of analysis, does not scale as expected
on the basis of the 3D correlation length, d ex (T~ - Te)-v. One finds that for films
thicker than 20 Á, an exponent of 0.52 :J: 0.01 instead of 0.672 is obtained. Thus,
the finite size scaling hypothesis for the temperature shift does not work [14,21,22].
4. The measured conductance, even for our thickest films, shows no evidence of

dimensionality crossover. For the thickest film studied, with Te only 15 mK away
from T~,the smal!est value of measured conductance is several orders of magnitude
above the highest measured diffusive conductance for bulk helium above T~.The
data is also wel! described by the KT type of exponential fit. Thus, we have found
no evidence of a crossover in temperature dependence from an exponential (2D) to
a power law (3D).

B. 31/e-41/e mixture ji/m s

Once the above described measurements were completed, sorne of the 41le was
removed from the experimental cel! 1. The amount of 4He left in the cel! was
chosen to match the 19.1 Á film previously studied. A few data points were taken
to satisfy ourselves that a good match with the original 19.1 Á film was obtained.
3He was added and several concentrations, up to 2%, studie<!. The cryostat was
warmed up to room temperature and on a subsequellt cool-down, a 14.7 Á film was
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FIGURE ID. Measured conductance for apure 14.7 Á film amI several 311econcentrations.
The numbers refer to the percent concentration in the film.

condensed. The thermal conductance for this pure film was measured. Doses of 3He
were later added and the.mixture films studied.
The measured conductance for the 14.7 and 19.1 Á films and several concentra-

tions are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The data are labeled by the percentage of 3He
in the Iiquid. From these.figures, several features of the data become evident as
the temperature is lowered: the sharp rise assoCÍated with the superfluid transition,
the shift in Te upon addition of 3He, and the dramatic decrease in the largest
measured conductance below the superfluid transition as a function of increasing
concentration.
The mixture film conductance is extracted similarly to the pure films case and is

shown in Fig. 12. The scaled conductance is plotted against the reduced temperature
on a semilog scale to test for the critical behavior found in pure films. This is shown
in Fig. 13 for both mixture films. The solid tines indicate least squares fits to the
data with D/a2, b and Te as parameters. The dependence on concentration of these
parameters is illustrated in Fig. 14.
llased on the previous figures, the results for mixture films are summarized below:
1. The thermal response of mixture films near the superfluid transition is univer-

sal in character. The exponential divergence observed for pure films is retained for
mixture films. Jlowever, a strong renormatization of the extracted parameters as a
function of concentration is found.
2. The parameter D/a2 decreases sharply upon addition of 3He, reaching a

nearly independent of concentration value which is a factor of 20-100 times smaller
than the pure film, depending on pure film thickness. This effect might be under-
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stood [18,23,2'11 in terms of increased scattering between the free vortices and the
now present 311e normal impllrity which lowers D. It can a1so be attribnted to the
added 311e atoms residing preferentially at the vortex cores. This "heavier" vortex,
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of largcr eorc radius, would find it morc diffieull to "dirrllsc". Thc ntio Dja2 would
bc smallcr as fOllnd from thc rncasllrcmcnts. The a:,parcnt thrcshoid collCcntralion
of about O. I % rcma;ns to bc cxplaincd.
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3. The parameter b increMes as 31le is added, approaching a nearly independent
of concentration value twice M large M that of the parent pure film. This reflects
the fact that the 2D behavior take place over a narrower temperature range closer
to the transition temperature. Given that }(r is proportional to 6D, this implies
that the 2D correlation length decreases upon addition of 31le. This is opposite to
what is observed in bulk mixtures (25).

4. A rather striking and yet unexplained feature of the mixture data at low
concentrations is the fact that the transition temperature for mixture films shifts
aboye that of the pure film. This is contrary to the expectation of a lower transition
temperature as the addition of31le increMes the normal component of the film. This
trend eventually reverses at larger concentrations.

5. The largest meMured conductance on the superfluid side of the transition
decreases sharply upon addition of 311e. This can be partly understood in terms
of a 31le-41le scattering mechanism in combination with a 3lle.induced free vortex
density [18,23,26J.

It is evidcnt from the aboye discussion that a variety of features have been
unveiled via thermal conductivity. Sorne of the observations are rather puzzling,
unexpected and yet to be explained. More work is necessary to obtain a better
understanding of the observed behavior. Future experiments are detailed in the
following section.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Measurements of the thermal conductivity of helium films are clearly quite infor-
mative. A great deal has been learned regarding the 2D superfluid transition. With
this work we have checked the universality of this transition as a function of thick-
ness, or, equivalently, transition temperature. We have found that the predicted
exponential divergence holds for all films studied. Results from this study show a
strong thickness dependence of the two characteristic parameters for the thermal
conduction, namely, the ratio of diffusion constant to vortcx core paramcter, D/a2,
and the non-universal constant b. No crossover in dimensionality was observed as the
Kosterlitz- Thouless behavior was retained up to the thickest films studied. Further,
it WM shown that the shift in transition temperature as a function of thickness was
governed by an exponent less than that of the thrcc-dimensional correlation length.

\Ve have also described our meMurements of the convective conductance of
311e-411e mixture films. This thermal response was tested for the critical behav-
ior observed in pure films. This is preserved for the mixture films, i.c., the expo-
nential divergence retained. The extracted parameters D/a2 and b are, however,
strongly renormalized and cxhibit an unusual concentration dependence. They
sharply change at low concentrations approaching a nearly concentration inde-
pcndent valuc upon excccding a threshold concentration. The largest mcasured
conductance was shown to drastically decreMe upon addition of 311e. AIso, the
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transition temperature was found to increase aboye that of the pure film at very
low concentrations.

\Ve have pointed out several interesting and unexpected features of the data.
Further experiments are therefore necessary to elucidate sorne of the describen
puzzling features of the thermal conduction data.

Regarning pure helium films, it is necessary to address the issue of dimensionality
crossover. Thicker films with transition temperatures near the lambda point need
to he studied. Such a study will require to improve the temperature resolution to
nano-Kelvin. The non-universality of the parameter b, whose growth it is believed
parallels that of the 3D correlation length, can be studied as a function of substrate.
The behavior of D / a2, changing by 3 orders of magnitude as a function of thickness,
should be investigated on a different substrale. Also, helium films can be adsorbed
in porous malerials containing non-interconnecting nearly cylindrical pares (glass
capillary arrays) or completely inlerconnecting pares (Vycor, Aerogel glasses). The
effect of the different topologies on the supernuid behavior could then be investi-
gated via thermal conductivity measurements. Indeed, heat capadty measurements
on these porous glasses have shown to be quite interesting [27,28).

As far as Jlle-4J(e mixture films, there are even more open questions. Mixture
films thinner and thicker than measured in this work need to be studied. These stud-
ies should emphasize the low concenlration regime. In fact, several orders of magni-
tude in concentration are experimentally accessihle. Then, the dependenre of D/a2
and b on concentration could be accurately eslablished. A complete diagram D/a2
or b--'I/e thickness-Jlle-4I/e concentration will be generated. Functional dependen-
cies will be establishen. Such studies will also allow lo follow the anomalous shift
in transition temperature above thal of the parent pure film more accurately. Qne
should also explore if the largest measured conductance decreases continuously with
the addition of JI/e or an asymptotic value is obtained. These measurements will
elearly contribute to the understanding of the mechanism governing these effects.

In conelusion, thermal conductivily measurements have provided extremely in-
teresting results that need to be pursued further. Some of the proposed experiments
are presently underway at Kent State.
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RESUMEN.Revisamos mediciones del transporte térmico de películas de 411e y mezclas
de ....1Ie-'1l1e cerca de la transición superfluida. Presentamos un resumen de los resultados
oblenidos con películas de helio con un espesor desde 12 a 156 Á Y mezclas con concen-
tración de 31Ie hasta 2%. el rango de temperatura en estas mediciones es de 1.2 a 2.2 K.
Discutimos propiedades universales de estas mediciones como también el comportamiento
de la constante (le difusión de vórtices, el rango de temperatura y la temperatura crítica de
la transición '.IUperfluidacomo función del espesor y de la concentración de la..:.;películas es-
tudiadas. Descrillimos nuevos experimentos que contribuirán a entender el comportamiento
observado


